
DRAFT TEXT FOR ORAL QUESTION ON BILDU OUTLAWING  
 
 
On the 22nd of May there will held municipal elections in Spain. In two Spanish 
Communities, the Basque Country and Navarra, two fully democratic political parties 
and an independent group formed an electoral coalition called Bildu. The Spanish 
Supreme Court outlawed this electoral coalition. In the outlawing Court sentence it 
recognized that the components of the electoral candidacy and parties that are in force 
up of their civil rights. It also states that they fulfill the requirements the Spanish law 
requires political parties to participate in elections. However, it prevents this coalition 
to run alleging that it is a succession of previously outlawed parties. 
 
The decision by the Spanish Supreme Court is so controversial that has been taken by 
a narrow majority of the components of the court. The judges who disagree are 
making a radical critique of the decision to support his court colleagues and get on the 
same facts and legal basis, at diametrically opposite conclusions. 
 
 
The outlawing of these two options will prevent thousands of citizens to stand for 
election and to tens of thousands of them to support this option. In addition that will 
have very negative effects in terms of legitimacy, and concerning the institutions 
resulting from the electoral process. That is projected on citizens' fundamental rights 
and principles of democracy. It also affects citizens in many of the Union Member 
states; the Basque and Navarre electors´ as well as European citizens living in these 
two communities since according to the Maastricht Treaty are entitled to participate in 
these local elections. Finally this situation occurs in the context of a nascent peace 
process that can accommodate reasonable hope for an end of ETA terrorism. The ones 
who supporters them politically were outlawed for that, they took all the decisions 
asked in order to return to democratic life. Despite this the new formed party, called 
SORTU, has also been outlawed with the same division in the Court that occurred 
with Bildu. 
 
In view of these facts we would like to know: 
 
Does the European Commission consider that the banning of this electoral coalition 
violates basic fundamental rights of European citizens? 
 
Does the Commission think that the division raised in the court which has made the 
decision and the radical differences of its components is a fact more than enough for 
concern? 
 
Is the European Commission going to do some follow-up on the Basque electoral 
process and in the establishment of the institutions once the results are published? 

 
 


